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October 29, 2012
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights
624 9th St., NW
Washington, DC 20425
Dear Members of the Commission:
I entirely agree that the religious freedom rights and free speech rights of Muslim
Americans, as well as all other Americans, should be protected. I have publicly spoken
out, for instance, in favor of applying religious accommodation law to Muslim employees as well as to others. 1 I have condemned attempts to criticize Muslim office-holders
for taking their oath of office on a Koran. 2 I have spoken in favor of extending
mosques the same property rights extended to other property owners, 3 and against
attempts to exclude mosques from particular areas. 4 And I agree that the government
should take steps to make Muslim Americans, like Americans of all religions, feel
welcome in America.
At the same time, attempts to make adherents of minority religions feel welcome
should not end up suppressing the free speech rights of others who seek to criticize
those religions. Islam, like other belief systems—Catholicism, Scientology, libertarianism, feminism, or what have you—merits evaluation and, at times, criticism. And
under the First Amendment, even intemperate and wrong-headed criticism is fully
constitutionally protected. Yet unfortunately attempts at suppression of criticism of
Islam have been distressingly frequent.
Universities: Thus, for instance, San Francisco State University’s College Republicans held an anti-terrorism rally at which they stepped on homemade replicas of Ha-
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mas and Hezbollah flags, which contain the word “Allah” in Arabic. 5 The students
were apparently unaware of the flags’ Arabic content, but the students’ symbolic expression of contempt for Hamas and Hezbollah would be constitutionally protected
even if they knew what the flags contained—Hamas and Hezbollah are not immunized from such expressions by the religious content of their flags.
Yet offended students filed charges of “attempts to incite violence and create a
hostile environment” and “actions of incivility,” prompting a university “investigation”
that lasted five months. 6 The university defended the process, noting that the complaint was not “about the desecration of the flag,” but about “the desecration of Allah.” 7 It took a federal lawsuit and an injunction by a federal judge to strike down the
unconstitutional speech code under which these complaints were filed. 8
Likewise, at Century College, a public school in Minnesota, administrators ordered a professor to take down copies of the Mohammed cartoons that she had posted
on a bulletin board outside her office. 9 At Purdue University, Muslim students
claimed that a professor’s statements criticizing Muslims on his Facebook page were
“discrimination” and “harassment,” and called for his firing; it took several months for
the university investigation to absolve the professor of these charges. 10
At UC Santa Barbara, the student government refused to let the College Republicans participate in a program that funds student group events, apparently because
the Republicans’ proposed event was a speech by the noted conservative and critic of
radical Islam, David Horowitz. 11 This refusal likely violated the First Amendment,
because the Supreme Court has held that student government groups may not discriminate based on viewpoint in such funding decisions. 12
At UC Berkeley, the student government likewise tried to limit the student newspaper’s funding based on its viewpoint: When the newspaper ran a cartoon, not long
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after the 9/11 attacks, showing “two turbaned terrorists ready to ‘meet Allah and be
fed grapes,’ but finding themselves instead burning in hell,” the student government
demanded that the newspaper apologize; when the newspaper refused, the student
government tried to raise the newspaper’s rent, with the coauthor of the bill arguing
that the cartoon “perpetuated the kind of ignorance that would lead to harassment.” 13
And at San Diego State University, some Muslim students seized and destroyed several thousand copies of the student newspaper because they “depicted Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein and Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat as camels with President Bush
in the middle, thinking, ‘Definitely time for a regime change.’” 14
Likewise, at NYU, Muslim groups urged the school to ban the display of the Mohammed cartoons at a student group event held to discuss those cartoons. NYU ultimately prohibited the student group from displaying the cartoons, unless the group
limited attendance to students only—an attendance restriction that the group was
understandably unwilling to impose, given that it, like many groups, was trying to
reach out to the community at large. 15
Tufts University held that a student newspaper “harassed Muslim students at
Tufts, and created a hostile environment for them” by publishing a critical parody of
Islamic Awareness Week. 16 A University of Chicago student faced university discipline for posting a cartoon of Mohammed, with the caption “Mo’ Mohammed, Mo’
Problems,” referring to the then-existing controversy about the Mohammed cartoons,
though the investigation was stopped when the student apologized for his speech. 17
The NYU, Tufts, and Chicago examples occurred at private universities, which are
not themselves bound by the First Amendment. But the incidents still involved troubling violations of academic freedom principles; and, as the preceding paragraphs
suggested, public universities have imposed similar restraints.
Moreover, the equation of anti-Muslim speech—including speech in a newspaper—
with “harass[ment]” and creation of a “hostile environment” suggests that such speech
must, by law, be restricted (since religious harassment and creation of a religiously
hostile environment in education is prohibited by state antidiscrimination statutes 18).
13
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Protecting free speech requires a rejection of the arguments that universities such as
Tufts have endorsed.
Off-the-Job Speech by Government Employees: Attempts to restrict anti-Muslim
speech are not limited to universities. A New Jersey public transit employee was fired
for his off-the-job burning of a Koran; it took an ACLU lawsuit for the employee to get
his job back, with back pay and a $25,000 settlement. 19
Speech in Public Places: Likewise, Terry Jones, the anti-Muslim minister, was
barred by a court from organizing a demonstration outside a Dearborn, Michigan
mosque. 20 Some time later, Dearborn also refused to issue Jones a demonstration
permit unless he indemnified the city against “any and all claims, liabilities, or lawsuits, including legal costs and reasonable attorney fees, resulting from their activities on the City of Dearborn property.” A federal court held this unconstitutional, because “permittees cannot be required to waive their right to hold the City liable for its
otherwise actionable conduct as a condition of exercising their right to free speech,”
and because permit recipients cannot be required “to assume legal and financial responsibility even for those activities at the event that are outside of the permittee’s
control, including activities of the City.” 21
Also in Dearborn, Christian missionaries were prosecuted for allegedly inciting a
hostile crowd by “proselytizing to Muslims at the Dearborn Arab International Festival.” 22 And Dearborn set up rules that banned leafleting on the sidewalks near the
Arab International Festival; Christian proselytizers had to sue to have those rules set
aside. 23
In New Jersey, an atheist marcher in a Halloween parade dressed up as a “Zombie
Mohammed,” shouted “I am the prophet Mohammed, zombie from the dead,” and apparently carried a sign that said “Muhammed of Islam” on one side and “only
Muhammed can rape America” on the other. (A fellow marcher had dressed up as a
“Zombie Pope” who “wants your boys,” apparently as a reference to the Catholic
Church’s child sexual abuse scandals.) The marcher was then attacked, apparently by
a man who was upset by the sign; the police concluded that the guilty party was
Talaag Elbayomy, and he was prosecuted.

19 Larry McShane, Derek Fenton, Koran-Burning Transit Worker Fired from His Job After
Ground Zero Protest, Re-Hired, N.Y. DAILY NEWS, Apr. 22, 2011.

Niraj Warikoo, Terry Jones Goes Free on $1 Bond After Jailing; Judge Bars Him from
Mosque for 3 Years, DETROIT FREE PRESS, Apr. 23, 2011. The ACLU of Michigan strongly criticized the result; a spokeswoman said, “This is a complete abuse of the court process, and all
those involved should be ashamed. . . . The prosecutor’s office and the Dearborn court turned
the First Amendment on its head. What happened today should never have happened.” Id.
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But the trial judge acquitted Elbayomy for lack of evidence, in the process berating the victim of the attack for his speech:
Then what you have done is you have completely trashed [Muslim observers’] essence,
their being. They find it very, very, very, offensive. . . . I find it offensive. I find what’s
on the other side of this [sign] very offensive. But you have that right, but you’re way
outside your bounds of first amendment rights.” 24

This understandably made those who are critical of Islam concerned that they would
not be legally protected against attacks, and the Pennsylvania Judicial Conduct
Board ultimately formally rebuked the judge. 25
Speech in Ads on Government Property: In New York and D.C., transit agencies—
which, under the Supreme Court’s precedents, may not discriminate based on viewpoint in selecting ads—refused to run an ad saying, “In any war between the civilized
man and the savage, support the civilized man. / Support Israel / Defeat Jihad.”
The agencies took the view that this ad labeled all Muslims as “savages,” a view
that I think is incorrect: Israel is not in a “war” with all Muslims, but only with terrorists who engage in what most American observers would view as “jihad,” which is
to say armed “holy war” against Israelis, including against Israeli civilians. Such attacks are indeed “savage,” in the same sense that Secretary of State Clinton described
the Libyan consulate attackers—who likely saw themselves as indeed waging “jihad,”
though against America rather than Israel—as a “small and savage group.” 26 But
even if the ad was generally seen as condemning all Muslims (something that I certainly would not endorse), the exclusion of the ad was a First Amendment violation,
as two federal district courts ultimately held. 27
Proposals to Criminalize Speech: Some legal commentators have argued for even
broader restrictions. In the wake of the “Innocence of Muslims” anti-Islam video, Prof.
Eric Posner of the University of Chicago, 28 Prof. Noah Feldman of Harvard, 29 Prof.
See Eugene Volokh, Charges Dismissed in Pennsylvania Prosecution for Attack on Zombie Mohammed Atheist Parader, Feb. 24, 2012, http://www.volokh.com/2012/02/24/chargesdismissed-in-pennsylvania-prosecution-for-attack-on-zombie-mohammed-atheist-parader/.
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http://www.volokh.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/MartinRebukeLetter.pdf.

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, Remarks on the Deaths of American Personnel in
Benghazi, Libya, Sept. 12, 2012, http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2012/09/197654.htm.
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27 American Freedom Defense Initiative v. Metropolitan Transp. Authority, 2012 WL
2958178 (S.D.N.Y. July 20, 2012); American Freedom Defense Initiative v. Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority, 2012 WL 4845643 (D.D.C. Oct. 12, 2012). A different case,
American Freedom Defense Initiative v. Suburban Mobility Authority for Regional Transportation, 2012 WL 2012 WL 5258999 (6th Cir. Oct 25, 2012), upheld the exclusion of another ad
that expressed disapproval of Islam, but only because the court concluded that the transit
agency generally excluded all political messages, regardless of viewpoint.

Eric Posner, The World Doesn’t Love the First Amendment: The Vile Anti-Muslim Video
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Peter Spiro of Hofstra, 30 and the Carnegie Endowment’s Sarah Chayes, former special
assistant to the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 31 all argued that such speech
should be criminalizable. (These suggestions were all made during the weeks when
many believed that the murders of our Ambassador to Libya and three other Americans developed from protests against the video; it is now known that the murders
were instead preplanned terrorist attacks. 32) The rationale, which is that the speech
could lead to murderous attacks on American interests by those offended by the
speech, is formally religion-neutral. But given the events of the past decades (at least
since then the riots and murders triggered by disapproval of the Satanic Verses), it’s
clear that the speech suppressed under such proposals would be almost entirely
speech that is offensive to Muslim extremists.
Now some of these actions have been motivated by a concern about protecting
Muslims from offense, 33 and others by a concern about violent reactions by Muslim
extremists. 34 But, either way, we are seeing attempts to restrict the First Amendment
rights of those who want to express views critical of Islam and of Muslims.
Whether these attempts are motivated by respect for peaceful Muslims or fear of
violent extremist Muslims does not matter. Just as the government must never suppress Muslim speech and religious practice on the grounds that such speech and religious practice might lead to violent retaliation from a few bigoted extremists, so it
must never suppress anti-Islam speech on the grounds that such speech might lead to
similar violent retaliation. 35
Implications: As I said at the outset, I firmly support the free speech, religious
freedom, and property rights of Muslims. My concern is simply that all speakers and
religious observers be protected, whether they are Muslim or non-Muslim, or proIslam or anti-Islam. Nor does this need to be difficult: The government should tell
Muslims (as it tells other groups), “We respect you and your rights, and we will defend
you and your rights from violence and government oppression, but if you find certain

Peter Spiro, US Envoy Killing Bolsters Case for Hate Speech Ban, Sept. 12, 2012,
http://opiniojuris.org/2012/09/12/us-envoy-killing-bolsters-case-for-hate-speech-ban/.
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31 Sarah Chayes, Does ‘Innocence of Muslims’ Meet the Free-Speech Test?, L.A. TIMES, Sept.
18, 2012.

David D. Kirkpatrick, Election-Year Stakes Overshadow Nuances of Libya Investigation,
N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 16, 2012, at A6.
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See, e.g., the Terry Jones Dearborn incident, the Washington anti-Islam ad incident, and
the calls for criminalizing blasphemous speech in the wake of the “Innocence of Muslims” videos.
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35 For instance, the fear of a violent reaction to a demonstration can’t justify even the modest burden of requiring the demonstrators to pay more for their permit in order to cover security costs. See, e.g., Forsyth County v. Nationalist Movement, 505 U.S. 123, 134 (1992) (concluding that such a greater fee on “[t]hose wishing to express views unpopular with bottle throwers” is unconstitutional). It follows that such a fear can’t justify the much more severe burden
of suppressing the speech outright.
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kinds of speech offensive you should respond with speech of your own; we cannot respond by trying to suppress such speech.”
But the government ought not try to define political and religious speech as “discrimination” or “harassment,” and then suppress it in the name of civil rights. Nor
should the government conclude that the speech is stripped of protection because it is
supposedly constitutes “hate speech”; the Supreme Court’s precedents solidly reject
the view that there is a “hate speech” exception to the First Amendment. 36 Nor should
it surrender to the threat of violence, a course of action that only encourages more
such threats in the future. 37 Instead, the government should protect the civil rights of
all, regardless of their religion or ideology.
Some foreign countries, to be sure, do indeed seem to prohibit speech that is perceived as blasphemy or undue criticism of religion—not just Islam but also, for instance, Christianity: Consider, just over the last two years, foreign incidents involving
Jesus Christ Superstar, 38 a parody of the venerated Greek Orthodox monk Elder
Paisios, 39 mockery of the Bible, 40 and a painting of Jesus with a Mickey Mouse head. 41
But in America, such speech is of course fully protected against government suppression. That must remain so, whatever religion is targeted.
Please let me know if I can elaborate further on these statements.

Sincerely Yours,

Eugene Volokh
See, e.g., R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377 (1992); Forsyth County v. Nationalist
Movement, 505 U.S. 123 (1992).
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